
 

Research    Internship  
 
 
Hello,   and   welcome   to   Lateral   Labs!   Thank   you   for   taking   the   time   to   read   this.  
 
We   are   a   digital   agency   based   in   Dar   since   2017.   Lateral   Labs   envisions   a   future   that   is   driven   by  
Digital,   object-oriented   and   cost-efficient   technology.   As   such,   we   offer   Digital    strategy ,    design ,  
and    operations    services   to   businesses   across   sectors   who   seek   meaningful   impact   online.   
 
In   the   last   two   years,   Lateral   Labs   has   worked   for   over   80   unique   clients   on   a   range   of   projects,  
including   brand   conceptualization,   website   design-development,   and   social   media   management.  
 
We’re   looking   for   a   curious,   independent,   and   resourceful   student   who   can   conduct   relevant  
and   actionable   research.   This   involves   understanding   problems   in   different   fields,   collecting  
qualitative   and/or   quantitative   information,   and   providing   clear   analyses   based   on   results.   
 
Reporting   to:    Head   of   Strategy  
 
Key   skills:  

 
1. Curiosity   -   You   have   many   serious   questions   about   the   world.  
2. Independance   -   You   are   able   to   get   things   done   without   supervision.  
3. Time   management   -   You   are   able   to   propose   and   manage   your   own   schedule.  
4. Future   thinking   -   You   are   used   to   imagining   and   sharing   your   opinions   about   the   long  

term   future   in   social,   economic   or   political   terms.   
5. Research   experience   -   You   have   conducted   research   before   and   are   familiar   with  

research   methods   and   reporting.  
 
Benefits :  
 

● Fixed   term   of   3   months   with   communications   stipend.  
● Flexible   hours   working   from   anywhere   you   can   find   an   Internet   connection.  
● Room   to   grow   across   the   Digital   services   spectrum.  

 
Requirements:  
 
We   would   like   to   review   at   least   3   pieces   of   previous   work   that   required   research   and   writing   a  
report   of   at   least   2   pages.   If   these   reports   are   not   available,   then   we   would   like   to   speak   to   at  
least   3   references   who   can   vouch   for   your   work   specifically   in   terms   of   research.   
 
Please   email   your   submission   to   jobs@lateral.co.tz.   Good   luck,   and   thank   you   once   again!  


